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All 7s Starting Z- 

ZACATON AACNOTZ Mexican grass [n -S] 

ZADDICK ACDDIKZ zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IKIM] 

ZAFFARS AAFFRSZ ZAFFAR, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

ZAFFERS AEFFRSZ ZAFFER, blue ceramic coloring [n] 

ZAFFIRS AFFIRSZ ZAFFIR, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

ZAFFRES AEFFRSZ ZAFFRE, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

ZAGGING AGGGINZ ZAG, to turn sharply [v] 

ZAIDEHS ADEHISZ ZAIDEH, zeda (grandfather) [n] 

ZAIDIES ADEIISZ ZAIDY, zeda (grandfather) [n] 

ZAIKAIS AAIIKSZ ZAIKAI, business community of Japan [n] 

ZAMARRA AAAMRRZ sheepskin coat [n -S] 

ZAMARRO AAMORRZ zamarra (sheepskin coat) [n -S] 

ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n] 

ZANDERS ADENRSZ ZANDER, freshwater fish [n] 

ZANIEST AEINSTZ ZANY, ludicrously comical [adj] 

ZANYISH AHINSYZ somewhat zany [adj] 

ZAPATEO AAEOPTZ Spanish dance [n -S] 

ZAPPERS AEPPRSZ ZAPPER, device that zaps [n] 

ZAPPIER AEIPPRZ ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

ZAPPING AGINPPZ ZAP, to kill or destroy instantaneously [v] 

ZAPTIAH AAHIPTZ Turkish policeman [n -S] 

ZAPTIEH AEHIPTZ zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n -S] 

ZAREBAS AABERSZ ZAREBA, improvised stockade [n] 

ZAREEBA AABEERZ zareba (improvised stockade) [n -S] 

ZARIBAS AABIRSZ ZARIBA, zareba (improvised stockade) [n] 

ZEALOTS AELOSTZ ZEALOT, one who is zealous [n] 

ZEALOUS AELOSUZ filled with zeal [adj] 

ZEATINS AEINSTZ ZEATIN, chemical compound found in maize [n] 

ZEBECKS BCEEKSZ ZEBECK, xebec (Mediterranean sailing vessel) [n] 

ZEBRAIC ABCEIRZ ZEBRA, African mammal that is related to horse [adj] 

ZEBRANO ABENORZ tree having striped wood [n -S] 

ZEBRASS ABERSSZ offspring of zebra and ass [n -ES] 

ZEBRINE BEEINRZ offspring of male horse and female zebra [n -S] 

ZEBROID BDEIORZ resembling zebra (African mammal that is related to horse) [adj] 

ZECCHIN CCEHINZ zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n -S] 

ZECHINS CEHINSZ ZECHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZEDOARY ADEORYZ medicinal root of tropical plant [n -RIES] 

ZELKOVA AEKLOVZ Japanese tree [n -S] 

ZEMSTVA AEMSTVZ ZEMSTVO, elective council in czarist Russia [n] 

ZEMSTVO EMOSTVZ elective council in czarist Russia [n -VA, -S] 

ZENAIDA AADEINZ wild dove [n -S] 

ZENANAS AAENNSZ ZENANA, section of house in India reserved for women [n] 

ZENITHS EHINSTZ ZENITH, highest point [n] 

ZEOLITE EEILOTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]  

ZEPHYRS EHPRSYZ ZEPHYR, gentle breeze [n] 

ZEPPOLE EELOPPZ deep-fried pastry [n -S, -LI] 
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ZEPPOLI EILOPPZ ZEPPOLE, deep-fried pastry [n] 

ZEROING EGINORZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target [v] 

ZESTERS EERSSTZ ZESTER, utensil for peeling citrus rind [n] 

ZESTFUL EFLSTUZ full of zest [adj] 

ZESTIER EEIRSTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZESTILY EILSTYZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adv] 

ZESTING EGINSTZ ZEST, to fill with zest (invigorating excitement) [v] 

ZETETIC CEEITTZ proceeding by inquiry [adj] 

ZEUGMAS AEGMSUZ ZEUGMA, use of word to modify or govern two or more words, while applying to each in different sense [n] 

ZIBETHS BEHISTZ ZIBETH, zibet (Asian civet) [n] 

ZIGGING GGGIINZ ZIG, to turn sharply [v] 

ZIGZAGS AGGISZZ ZIGZAG, to proceed on course marked by sharp turns [v] 

ZIKURAT AIKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 

ZILCHES CEHILSZ ZILCH, nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n] 

ZILLAHS AHILLSZ ZILLAH, administrative district in India [n] 

ZILLION IILLNOZ indeterminately large number [n -S] 

ZINCATE ACEINTZ chemical salt [n -S] 

ZINCIFY CFIINYZ to coat with zinc [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZINCING CGIINNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

ZINCITE CEIINTZ ore of zinc [n -S] 

ZINCKED CDEIKNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

ZINCOID CDIINOZ zincic (pertaining to zinc) [adj] 

ZINCOUS CINOSUZ zincic (pertaining to zinc) [adj] 

ZINGANI AGIINNZ ZINGANO, zingaro (gypsy) [n] 

ZINGANO AGINNOZ zingaro (gypsy) [n -NI] 

ZINGARA AAGINRZ female gypsy [n -RE] 

ZINGARE AEGINRZ ZINGARA, female gypsy [n] 

ZINGARI AGIINRZ ZINGARO, gypsy [n] 

ZINGARO AGINORZ gypsy [n -RI] 

ZINGERS EGINRSZ ZINGER, pointed witty retort or remark [n] 

ZINGIER EGIINRZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZINGING GGIINNZ ZING, to move with high-pitched humming sound [v] 

ZINKIFY FIIKNYZ to zincify (to coat with zinc) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZINNIAS AIINNSZ ZINNIA, tropical plant [n] 

ZIPLESS EILPSSZ lacking vigor or energy [adj] 

ZIPLOCK CIKLOPZ having groove and ridge that form tight seal when joined [adj] 

ZIPOLAS AILOPSZ ZIPOLA, zippo (nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [n] 

ZIPPERS EIPPRSZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 

ZIPPIER EIIPPRZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adj] 

ZIPPILY IILPPYZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adv] 

ZIPPING GIINPPZ ZIP, to move with speed and vigor [v] 

ZIRCONS CINORSZ ZIRCON, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZITHERN EHINRTZ zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

ZITHERS EHIRSTZ ZITHER, stringed instrument [n] 

ZIZZING GIINZZZ ZIZZ, to make buzzing sound [v] 

ZIZZLED DEILZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 

ZIZZLES EILSZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 
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ZLOTIES EILOSTZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZLOTYCH CHLOTYZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZOARIAL AAILORZ ZOARIUM, colony of bryozoans [adj] 

ZOARIUM AIMORUZ colony of bryozoans [n -IA] 

ZOCALOS ACLOOSZ ZOCALO, public square in Mexican city or town [n] 

ZODIACS ACDIOSZ ZODIAC, imaginary belt encircling celestial sphere [n] 

ZOECIUM CEIMOUZ zooecium (sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism) [n -IA] 

ZOISITE EIIOSTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ZOMBIES BEIMOSZ ZOMBIE, will-less human capable only of automatic movement [n] 

ZOMBIFY BFIMOYZ to turn into zombie [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZOMBOID BDIMOOZ zombielike [adj]  

ZONALLY ALLNOYZ ZONAL, pertaining to zone [adv] 

ZONATED ADENOTZ zonate (arranged in zones) [adj] 

ZONINGS GINNOSZ ZONING, division of city or land into areas subject to planning restrictions [n] 

ZONKING GIKNNOZ ZONK, to stupefy (to dull senses of) [v] 

ZONULAE AELNOUZ ZONULA, zonule (small zone) [n] 

ZONULAR ALNORUZ ZONULE, small zone [adj] 

ZONULAS ALNOSUZ ZONULA, zonule (small zone) [n] 

ZONULES ELNOSUZ ZONULE, small zone [n] 

ZOOECIA ACEIOOZ ZOOECIUM, sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n] 

ZOOGENY EGNOOYZ development or evolution of animals [n -NIES] 

ZOOGLEA AEGLOOZ jellylike mass of bacteria [n -E, -S] 

ZOOIDAL ADILOOZ ZOOID, organic cell or body capable of independent movement [adj] 

ZOOIEST EIOOSTZ ZOOEY, resembling zoo (place where animals are kept for public exhibition) [adj] 

ZOOLOGY GLOOOYZ science that deals with animals [n -GIES] 

ZOOMING GIMNOOZ ZOOM, to move with loud humming sound [v] 

ZOONING GINNOOZ ZOON, to zoom (to move with loud humming sound) [v] 

ZOOTIER EIOORTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZOOTOMY MOOOTYZ dissection of animals [n -MIES] 

ZORILLA AILLORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZORILLE EILLORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZORILLO ILLOORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZOSTERS EORSSTZ ZOSTER, virus disease [n] 

ZOUAVES AEOSUVZ ZOUAVE, French infantryman [n] 

ZOYSIAS AIOSSYZ ZOYSIA, perennial grass [n] 

ZYDECOS CDEOSYZ ZYDECO, popular music of southern Louisiana [n] 

ZYGOMAS AGMOSYZ ZYGOMA, cheekbone [n] 

ZYGOSES EGOSSYZ ZYGOSIS, union of two gametes [n] 

ZYGOSIS GIOSSYZ union of two gametes [n -SES] 

ZYGOTES EGOSTYZ ZYGOTE, cell formed by union of two gametes [n] 

ZYGOTIC CGIOTYZ ZYGOTE, cell formed by union of two gametes [adj] 

ZYMASES AEMSSYZ ZYMASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ZYMOGEN EGMNOYZ substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated [n -S] 

ZYMOSAN AMNOSYZ insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n -S] 

ZYMOSES EMOSSYZ ZYMOSIS, fermentation [n] 

ZYMOSIS IMOSSYZ fermentation [n -SES] 

ZYMOTIC CIMOTYZ ZYMOSIS, fermentation [adj] 
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ZYMURGY GMRUYYZ branch of chemistry dealing with fermentation [n -GIES] 

ZYZZYVA AVYYZZZ tropical weevil [n -S] 
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